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Micro and nanoplastics are fragments with dimensions less than a millimeter invading all

terrestrial and marine environments. They have become a major global environmental

issue in recent decades and, indeed, recent scientific studies have highlighted the

presence of these fragments all over the world even in environments that were thought

to be unspoiled. Analysis of micro/nanoplastics in isolated samples from abiotic and

biotic environmental matrices has become increasingly common. Hence, the need to

find valid techniques to identify these micro and nano-sized particles. In this review, we

discuss the current and potential identification methods used in microplastic analyses

along with their advantages and limitations. We discuss the most suitable techniques

currently available, from physical to chemical ones, as well as the challenges to enhance

the existing methods and develop new ones. Microscopical techniques (i.e., dissect,

polarized, fluorescence, scanning electron, and atomic force microscopy) are one

of the most used identification methods for micro/nanoplastics, but they have the

limitation to produce incomplete results in analyses of small particles. At present, the

combination with chemical analysis (i.e., spectroscopy) overcome this limit together

with recently introduced alternative approaches. For example, holographic imaging

in microscope configuration images microplastics directly in unfiltered water, thus

discriminating microplastics from diatoms and differentiates different sizes, shapes, and

plastic types. The development of new analytical instruments coupled with each other

or with conventional and innovative microscopy could solve the current problems in the

identification of micro/nanoplastics.

Keywords: microplastics, nanoplastics, characterization, microscopy, spectroscopy, analytical methods,

environmental matrices

INTRODUCTION

The strong impact of environmental plastic pollution on the development, growth, and survival
of several living species, including humans, has prompted the scientific community to develop
new monitoring and decontamination systems. Despite the various advantages in daily use,
the consumption of plastic materials increases environmental pollution due to their low
biodegradability, inappropriate use, and inefficient disposal. The exposure of plastic derivatives
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in the environment promotes physical, chemical, and biological
degradation processes leading to the accumulation of small
plastic fragments both in the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems,
i.e., freshwater (Eerkes-Medrano et al., 2015), sediments (Yang
et al., 2020), soil (Li et al., 2020), air (Prata, 2018), and foodstuff
(Kwon et al., 2020).

In function of their size, plastic fragments can be classified
in macro- and mesoplastics (> 5mm), microplastics (MPs,
<5mm) and nanoplastics (NPs, with a range size from 1 nm
to 1mm) (Gigault et al., 2018; Yong et al., 2020). Depending
on the mechanism of release: MPs can be categorized into
primary and secondary MPs. Primary MPs are purposefully
manufactured in that form and are released directly in form
of small-sized particles in the environment by different non-
biological matrixes; for example, primary MPs are abundantly
released from cosmetic and body care products (i.e., microbeads
in scrub gel, body and facial cleaners, cosmetics, etc.), laundering
of synthetic clothes and abrasion of tires through driving.
Secondary MPs derive from the abiotic and biotic degradation
of large plastics after their environment exposure (Wu P. et al.,
2019). Sources of secondary MPs include household usage,
industrial manufacturing, debris from disposed car tires, etc.
(Nizzetto et al., 2016; Wu P. et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020).
It has been estimated that secondary MPs represent 70–80%
of MPs released into the environment while only 15–31% are
primary MPs. In addition, several physical properties are used to
classify MPs, such as density (light/heavy), flexibility (hard/soft)
or shape (fragments, pellets, filaments, and granules) (Hidalgo-
Ruz et al., 2012). The structure and composition of MPs are
closely related to the source material and the most abundant
plastic polymers of which they are composed are polyethylene
(PE), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinylchloride
(PVC), nylon (PA), cellulose acetate (CA), and thermoplastic
polyester (PET) (Campanale et al., 2020). In the environment,
MPs are easily transported and spread by wind andwater currents
due to their low density and size; these characteristics and
their resistance to biological degradation make MPs particularly
bio-accumulative and resistant to environmental decomposition.
Syberg et al. (2015) showed that MPs degradation is a function of
their physical and chemical properties (i.e., shape, size, porosity,
surface area, morphology, and solubility) and their ability to
interact with other contaminants (Syberg et al., 2015; Campanale
et al., 2020). For the purposes of production, in fact, plastics
are often produced with the addition of chemical additives
of different nature, potentially dangerous for health. A large
variety of these toxic compounds have been found in MPs, such
as plasticizers, pigments, antioxidants, acid scavengers, flame
retardants, light and heat stabilizers, lubricants, antistatic agents,
and heath stabilizer (Hahladakis et al., 2018). In addition to these
chemical additives, MPs may also have adsorbed hydrophobic
or hydrophilic organic pollutants from the environment due
to their high surface areas and affinity for these contaminants
(Mei et al., 2020). For example, persistent organic pollutants,
like aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, and
phthalates, have been identified in MPs collected from the
environment (Campanale et al., 2020). In fact, MPs are found
often linked to toxic chemicals acting as a vector for their

transport into the environment. While MPs transport toxic
chemicals into ecosystems, they are themselves, on the other
hand, a cocktail of hazardous chemicals that are voluntarily
added during their production as additives to increase the
properties of polymers and prolong their life.

Toxic chemicals, attached through adsorption processes to
MPs, can cause effects in both the biotic and abiotic environment,
as they can be ingested by inhalation or contact (Bradney et al.,
2019; Campanale et al., 2020). Desorption processes allow toxic
compounds to be released after ingestion and thus exert potential
toxicity and/or be accumulated in the food chain. Once disperse
in the environment, the MPs interaction with the different
species present, can influence the MPs behavior. For example,
interactions between pelagic and benthic microbial communities
and MPs change the characteristics of pollutant over time
and define how and why cells attach themselves to plastic
particles. As a result of their ingestion and transfer into food
webs, the consumers’ internal exposure to these environmental
contaminants is affected (Rogers et al., 2020).

Regarding risk assessment, the limited data in the literature
on the amounts of MPs and NPs dispersed into the environment
require an assessment calculated using commercially available
model particles to determine whether the size-specific toxicity
paradigms established for the others engineered nanomaterials
also apply to MPs/NPs (Giese et al., 2018). MPs consist of a set of
materials that differ not only in the particle characteristics, such
as size and shape, but also in chemical composition (including
polymers, additives, etc.). So far, it is not known whether the
plastic chemicals or the particle itself are the factor causing
the toxicity of MPs. Indeed, the literature reports studies also
showing minimal effects of MPs/NPs on a range of species
such as bacteria, yeast, phyto- and protozoa, nematodes (Hanna
et al., 2016, 2018; Heinlaan et al., 2020), but many other
studies demonstrate different toxic effects of MPs and related
contaminants in invertebrates (Foley et al., 2018), vertebrates
(Miranda et al., 2019), seabirds (Duis and Coors, 2016), and
mammals (Yong et al., 2020). Although no cases of death have
been recorded after consumption of MPs, their ingestion reduces
somatic growth rates, alteredmetamorphosis, lower reproductive
capacity, and oxidative damage (Jeong et al., 2017; Foley et al.,
2018; Leung et al., 2018; Ziajahromi et al., 2018) in invertebrate
animals. In vertebrates, exposure to MPs can occur by ingestion
of other exposed organisms or by direct absorption of plastic
fragments from contaminated water columns or sediments. For
example, a study by Veneman et al. (2017) reports systemic toxic
effects in Danio rerio (Zebrafish) larvae induced by polystyrene
MPs (Veneman et al., 2017). Similarly, the exposure of Danio
rerio to PA, PE, PP, and PVC MPs caused intestinal alterations,
including villi disruption and splitting of enterocytes, with an
increased glutathione S-transferase (GST) activity correlated with
oxidative damage (Lei et al., 2018).

The ubiquitous presence of MPs in the environment and in
everyday products makes human exposure to MPs inevitable.
The main entry routes of these micro-sized plastics into the
human body are ingestion, inhalation, and skin exposure.
The physical and morphological properties of MPs influence
the entry. Indeed, the size, shape, and surface area of MPs
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strongly influence diffusion processes through biological barriers,
adhesion to the epithelium and bioaccumulation in deep tissues
(Prata et al., 2020a). Similarly, in recent in vitro studies, the
absorption, translocation and cytotoxic effects of engineered NPs
are affected by their size, charge, and shape (Elliott et al., 2017;
Stock et al., 2019; Wu B. et al., 2019). The bioaccumulation
potential of MPs increases with decreasing size, indicating
both in vivo and in vitro the widespread risk of exposure to
health (Deng et al., 2017; Schirinzi et al., 2017). Ingestion of
contaminated food is considered the main route of exposure to
MPs, which is related to potential effects on the gastrointestinal
system, impaired epithelial permeability, localized inflammatory
processes and changes in the composition of gut microbiota
(Campanale et al., 2020). In addition to ingestion, inhalation,
and contact with the respiratory tract represent a dangerously
risky route of exposure due to the high rate of diffusion of
MPs in the air flows. Aside from differences in metabolism and
individual susceptibility, the response to MPs inhalation can be
summarized as immediate bronchial reactions, diffuse interstitial
fibrosis, inflammatory and fibrotic changes in bronchial and
peribronchial tissue, and interalveolar lesions (Prata, 2018).
Conversely, the diffusion through the stratum corneum is limited
to nano-sized plastics below 100 nm, so absorption of MPs
through the skin is improbable (Revel et al., 2018). Once in the
bloodstream, MPs can reach peripheral tissues triggering various
toxic effects, such as oxidative stress, inflammatory processes,
metabolic disturbances, neurotoxic effects, etc. Accumulation of
MPs in the liver and spleen has been described in mouse models
after exposure by ingestion and inhalation (Jani et al., 1990; Eyles
et al., 2001). Furthermore, the oral administration of polystyrene
MPs induces accumulations in the gut, intestine, and kidney,
with evident effects on the redox balance, alteration in energy
homeostasis and neurotoxicity (Deng et al., 2017).

Monitoring of MPs in various biotic and abiotic
environmental matrices is necessary to define the state of
pollution, flow and risk of exposure by organisms. Monitoring
studies require reliable and comparable methods. However,
identifying MPs of different composition, shape, and size with a
single technique is a rather difficult goal.

In general, the analysis of MPs consists of two phases:
physical characterization of the displayed fragments, followed by
chemical characterization thus confirming the chemical nature
of the particles found. Microscopical techniques (i.e., stereo,
fluorescence, atomic force, transmission, and scanning electron
microscopy) are the most exploited strategies to achieve the goal.
The main objective of this review is to describe the microscopical
and analytic methods for the detection, characterization and
identification of MPs in different environmental matrices.
Among the analytical methods, chemical characterization
techniques such as spectroscopy and thermal analysis will
be described, although some microscopic techniques, such as
TEM, SEM, and fluorescence microscopy have an analytical
potential that allows to identify and determine the chemical
and physical properties of many polymers. We discuss the
advantages and limitations of the different microscopic and
analytical techniques (reported in Table 1 together with the
estimated TRL present level for each method), as well as

their combination and new approaches to solve MPs/NPs
identification issues.

IDENTIFICATION METHODS

Microscopy
Stereo- (or Dissecting) Microscopy
The stereomicroscope allows three dimensions analysis by
observing the sample from two slightly different angles to
obtain the two images necessary for stereoscopic vision.
Thus, it is possible to observe objects mainly by means of
reflected light at low magnification, typically between 8 and
50 times. The illumination system of stereoscopic microscopes
comes from above, conversely to the optical microscope in
which the light beam comes from below and crosses the
sample. In some stereomicroscope models there is a double
lighting. Differing from the optical microscope with higher
magnifications, it is therefore suitable for the observation of
whole fresh microorganisms, cells, fungi, and permanent slides.
Although the lower magnification of the stereomicroscope may
seem like a limit, it has, in fact, advantages for its very easy to use
for studying objects that can be observed with the naked eye.

The stereomicroscope is a useful and widely used for the
identification of MPs whose dimensions fall within the range
of hundreds of microns. Figure 1 reports some examples
of different shapes of MPs in seawater samples. Magnified
microscope images provide detailed surface structure and
structural information of the objects, essential for identifying the
ambiguous plastic particles typology. Although many particles
in the size of few microns are visible under the microscope,
particles smaller than 100µm that are transparent or have a
particular shape are difficult to characterize (Song et al., 2015).
Also, particularly dense sediment samples can interfere with the
microscopic identification of MPs on filter paper. Also, when a
sample contains material that cannot be eliminated by chemical
digestion, the identification is compromised.

Several studies report that the percentage of plastic-like
particles identified by stereomicroscopy, and subsequently
characterized by other techniques, is about 20–70% of the total
particles found, in the case of transparent particles (Eriksen et al.,
2013; Song et al., 2015). Furthermore, synthetic and natural fibers
(very abundant elements in water, sediment, and biota samples)
are difficult to identify using stereomicroscope (Browne et al.,
2010; Lusher et al., 2013). Stereomicroscope is used to identify
MPs based on their physical appearance. This is a first fast-
screening method that allows rapid identification of shape, size,
and color of the particles which will be further characterized by
other methods. Hence, the need to couple the stereomicroscopy
with other techniques such as spectroscopy.

Fluorescence Microscopy
Unlike the optical microscope which relies on the contrast of
the image given by the reflection of light on the sample, the
fluorescence microscope collects fluorescent emission from the
samples that are excited by a specific wavelength. The sample
to be analyzed, consisting mainly of living organisms such as
cells, bacteria, or tissues, contains a substance called fluorophore,
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TABLE 1 | Advantages and limitations of the current methods for MPs characterization and the relative estimated TRL present range.

Identification method Advantages Limitations Estimated TRL

present range

Stereo microscopy - Fast and easy

- Identification of shape, size, and colors

- Not confirmative of plastic nature of the particle

- No polymer composition results

- Lack of data of transparent or small particles

5–7

Transmission Electron

Microscopy

- Very high resolution (<0.1 nm)

- Elemental analysis of particles if coupled with EDS

- Analytical capabilities with EELS

- Very time expensive

- Require sample preparation for particle size

> 100 nm

1–2

Scanning Electron

Microscopy

- Clear and high-resolution images of particles

- Elemental analysis of particles if coupled with EDS

- No gas into the chamber if coupled in ESEM mode

- No sputtering if coupled in ESEM mode

- Small detected particles in STEM mode

- No treatment of sample in FE-SEM mode

- Expensive

- Long time and effort for analysis

- Lack of information on the type of polymer

4–6

Atomic Force Microscopy - No radiation damage of the sample

- Preserved sample surface

- 3D images of the surface structure of the polymers

- Best resolution obtained (0.3 nm)

- No prevention from outside factors like

contaminations

- Damage caused by the interaction of the tip with

the sample

2–4

Fluorescence microscopy - Easy

- Detection of transparent particles

- Immediate visualization of the particles

- Laser in the ultraviolet can be harmful and toxic

for the sample

- Chemical additives can interfere with fluorescence

4-6

Raman Spectroscopy - Detection of small MPs (1µm) and NPs (<1µm)

- No false positive or negative data

- Non-destructive analysis of materials

- Analysis of samples in solution, gas, film, surface,

solids and single crystals is possible

- Expensive instrumentation

- Time-consuming

- Interference with pigments

- Possible fragments released by

adhesive polymers

5–7

FTIR spectroscopy - Confirmation of the composition of the MPs

- No false positive or negative data

- Detection of small plastic particles (less of 20µm) with

µ-FTIR

- Non-destructive analysis of materials

- Expensive

- Wavelength radiation can be a limiting detection

factor

- Time consuming to analyse all the particles on

a filter

5–7

Thermal analysis - Characterization of low-solubility MPs and additives - Destructive technique

- Complex data

3–5

which may already be present in the sample to be analyzed
(it can act as fluorophore for proteins or neurotransmitters),
or be introduced from the outside. This substance is hit and
excited by the laser light, then, in turn, emits fluorescence light.
In traditional techniques the laser generally emits in the visible
(blue) and in the UV continuously, passes through a thin hole
(pinhole) and focuses on a point of the sample to be observed.
Since the wavelength is quite short, each fluorophore molecule
that is hit by a photon is excited and emits fluorescence in the
focus and the area surroundings the focus. The wavelength of
the exciter laser must be ∼50–200 nm shorter than the light
emitted by the fluorophore because the incident photon has to
supply more energy. For example, a fluorophore can absorb a
wavelength of 360 nm (in the ultraviolet spectrum) and emit a
wavelength of 450 nm, i.e., in the blue green light spectrum. In
a Confocal laser scanning microscope, the light beam does not
illuminate all the preparations but only a small part (point).
Consequently, the detector does not see a complete image but
only the intensity of light coming from a point of the preparation.
By sliding the point along a plane or even in a volume, it is
possible to reconstruct the image of the sample in sections or in
three dimensions. There are many limitations to this excitation
system. First, the excitation of the fluorophore not only occurs

in the focus, where the laser power is concentrated, but also
above and below the focal plane, in the cone that forms the
laser by focusing. This generates unwanted fluorescence even
in the vicinity of the focus, partly eliminated by the pinhole,
with an added background noise that reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio and therefore the resolution. The in-depth scan of the
samples and the three-dimensional scans are particularly limited.
Furthermore, the ultraviolet laser can be harmful and toxic to the
sample, when analyzing organic material. The effect of the UV
laser is phototoxicity and photodecay (bleaching of the sample),
reducing the sample observation time.

Fluorescence microscopy has been used both for studies of
biological samples (cells, bacteria, etc.) and for MPs (Ettinger
and Wittmann, 2014; Prudent and Raoult, 2019). The ingestion
of MPs/NPs by T. japonicas copepod has been examined by
fluorescence microscopy (Lee et al., 2013). Three different sizes
of microbeads were selected to evaluate the effect of microplastic
size on the survival, development, and fecundity of T. japonicas.

Fluorescence microscopy is a useful strategy, particularly for
white and transparent plastics, to identify MPs based on their
innate ability to emit fluorescence (Noren, 2008). This strategy
reduces the MPs detection failure and can lower the size limit of
the detected MPs when combined with imaging. The detection of
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FIGURE 1 | Images of different shapes of MPs in biological samples. The arrows indicate fibers (A–D), fragments (E,F), the film (G) and granules (H,I). Scale bar =

100µm. This figure is reproduced from Ding et al. (2019) with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).

MPs in different matrices can also be based on the quantitation
of fluorescent spheres with microscopy techniques (Batel et al.,
2018; Dawson et al., 2018; Catarino et al., 2019, Schür et al.,
2019). So far, however, the investigation of biological membrane
crossing evidence by MPs has been inconclusive, as labeled NPs
solutions may have residual free dye that peels off in an altered
medium (i.e., pH, salts, or biological affinity) and the intensity
of total fluorescence in cells after exposure can be mistakenly
attributed to the presence of nanoparticles, when in fact it is
caused by free fluorophore (Tenuta et al., 2011; Andreozzi et al.,
2013). Another limitation in the visualization of MPs is given by

the chemical additives used in the synthesis process which can
also influence the fluorescent properties (Piruska et al., 2005).
For example, additives may exhibit fluorescent properties and
interfere with microscopic fluorescence measurements (Lee et al.,
2020). Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate these impurities
as much as possible with adequate pre-treatment (Elert et al.,
2017). Surface rinsing with acids or oxidants (e.g., hydrogen
peroxide) and enzymatic digestion is usually used (Löder et al.,
2017). These pre-treatments can only remove surface impurities
or contaminants, but they do not reduce potential inferences
from the chemicals contained within MPs.
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A novel technique used for identification of MPs utilizes
a fluorescent dye, i.e., Nile Red, to label plastic fragments, in
particular when analyzing tissues or organisms (Cole et al., 2013).
Details will be described in the paragraph “new approaches and
new identification strategies”.

Transmission Electron Microscopy
The electron microscope has a very high-resolving power that
allows the observation of samples of infinitesimal sizes thanks to
the wave properties the electrons, emitted by a very thin filament
of thermoionic material (W or LaB6) or by a field emitter source,
for the top-level TEMs. Then, the electrons pass into themagnetic
capacitor through a hole located in the anode (the capacitor has
the purpose of regulating the intensity of the convergence of
the electron beam). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
is the most used technique in characterizing nanomaterials in
electronmicroscopy, providing chemical information and images
of nanomaterials at a spatial resolution equal to the level of
atomic dimensions (Dini et al., 2015). The electron beam through
which incident light is transmitted via a thin foil specimen is
transformed into elastically or inelastically scattered electrons
when the electron beam interacts with the specimen. Detection
methods are in an early stage of development and no NPs have
actually been detected in soft matrices by TEM, so far. TEM is not
effective to visualize NPs because of their amorphous structure; in
fact, NPs and MPs are not electrondense and heavy-metal stains
are required. Polymers are generally composed of elements that
show poor contrast in TEM because their elastic interactions
with electrons are weak. As such, the use of heavy element
stains remains a popular method that enables the visualization
of the microstructure of organic specimens in TEM (Sawyer
et al., 2008). However, the stains themselves have been shown to
change the chemical structure of the polymers. The electrons are
inelastically scattered as a result of various physical phenomena:
phonon excitation, plasmon excitation (collective oscillations of
valence electrons), and the ionization of core shell electrons.
These inelastically scattered electrons are able to be analyzed
spectroscopically using a technique called electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) (Egerton, 2011). The usual configuration of
EELS is in the form of an attachment to a TEM (which provides
the electron source). This makes EELS a powerful tool to probe
the chemical structure of polymers with high spatial resolution as
well as to study the dielectric properties of the film. Furthermore,
TEM can be fluorescence-integrated that provides fluorescent
information displayed as a color overlay on TEM images useful
to provide some form of chemical characterization (Sims and
Hardin, 2007).

Thus, TEM is not included among the techniques used in the
characterization of MPs. Indeed, TEM is much used in the study
of the effects of MPs on model systems. For example, Sun et al.
(2018) investigated the toxic effects of polystyrene nano- andMPs
on the marine bacterium Halomonas alkaliphila by determining
growth inhibition, chemical composition, inorganic nitrogen
conversion efficiencies and reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation. An increased extracellular polymeric substances as
possible bacterial protective mechanisms were observed by using
TEM. In another study, in order to evaluate the possible effect

of MPs (PP, PE, PET, and PVC) on microalgae, as the inhibition
growth and the cell structure variation, TEM characterization
was performed (Song et al., 2020). The need to characterize
MPs based on their size, surface characteristics, thickness, and
other physicochemical properties pushes toward the use of other
microscopic techniques such as SEM, fluorescence microscopy
and AFM, as described below.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a microscopic technique
able to provide information about the morphological surface
structure of MPs, generating high-resolution images of the
surface state. Furthermore, it can provide data about the
chemical composition of the samples, since it can be equipped
with detectors for EDS (Energy Dispersive X-ray-Spectroscopy)
(Figure 2C). The primary electrons penetrate the solid specimen,
and different (both elastic and inelastic) scattering processes
are generated, and the related different signals are collected by
different detector systems to make an image (Bogner et al., 2007).
In particular, the secondary electrons provide a detailed image
that helps to understand the morphology of objects, while the
back-scattered electrons passing through the specimen produce
an increasing intensity that provides information about the
topography and contrast of the material based on the atomic
number (Z). Samples with elements composed of a higher
atomic number (Z) produce more back-scattered electrons than
lower Z elements. This phenomenon can be used to distinguish
differences in the composition of samples (Reimer, 1993). EDS is
not a separate technique from SEM, but an additional detector
which allows the observer to get qualitative and quantitative
information about the elemental analysis of the sample. It
consists of an electron beam generated by an electronmicroscope
cathode. When primary electron beam hits the surface of
the sample many interactions are generated, in particular X-
ray. These return data about the elements and their spatial
distribution which characterize the sample.

The SEM-EDS is often considered an expensive technique.
<Instead, as for other microscopic analysis, the technique
requires little time and low costs. Indeed, for the characterization
of MPs, it is enough to use SEM in environmental SEM mode,
which avoids the use of gas-like nitrogen into the SEM chamber.
In addition, coverage by sputtering gold or carbon on the sample
surface can also be avoided, although it is useful for obtaining
high resolution images. However, in this case, the sample would
no longer be usable for other analyses, e.g., EDS or FT-IR. Several
studies utilized conventional SEM to visualize MPs in different
matrices: sewage sludge (Mahon et al., 2017), mussels (Li et al.,
2018a), sediments (Wang and Wang, 2018; Shruti et al., 2019;
Neto et al., 2020), and sand (Tiwari et al., 2019).

Naji et al. (2019) adopted, as an alternative to SEM, the FE-
SEM which works on a low voltage and allows to obtain high
quality and high magnification images of MPs samples without
special treatments on the sample before observation. It is a
quick and easy technique because it is no necessary to cover
the sample with metal or carbon, but the fragments of MPs are
directly placed on the carbon tape on the aluminum stub. In
this case, however, the low voltage used cannot be exploited to
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FIGURE 2 | Microplastic particles extracted from laboratory medaka GI tracts. For all FTIR spectra, extracted MPs (red) are compared to the original reference MPs

(blue). (A) 150µm PVC and (B) 300µm PET particles prepared in 10% KOH, showing strong FTIR peaks for proteins and fats (red arrows) and potassium salts (green

arrows). (C) SEM/EDS of KOH-treated microplastic showing redeposited particulate material and strong potassium peak. (D) 150µm PS, 250µm PE, 250µm PET,

and 150µm PVC extracted with ultrapure H2O and PUE, exhibiting reduced FTIR protein and fat peaks and no salt peaks. This figure is reproduced from Wagner

et al. (2017) with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).
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make an EDS analysis as well. When investigating light elements,
it is possible to adopt moderate energy for the analysis of non-
conductive particles, avoiding adding additional signals in the
EDS spectrum resulting from coverage. Otherwise, it is necessary
to use higher energy which however can cause a charge effect of
the sample.

At last, SEM is a versatile instrument allowing also the
NPs to characterized since it can be equipped with a STEM
holder to analyse sample on a grid. Small particles can be
visualized without high energy and voltage typical of classical
TEM (Mitrano et al., 2019).

Atomic Force Microscopy
The need to performmeasurements on non-conductive materials
without resorting to surface metallization led to the use of
atomic force microscopy (AFM), which, although like the other
previous microscopies in some general characteristics, is based
on a completely different operating principle. In AFM, a small tip
of very rigid conductive material is fixed to the end of a rod or
micro-lever (cantilever) that presses the tip on the sample during
the process of measure. The cantilever flows on the surface of a
sample which moves along the three Cartesian axes through a
movement induced by a piezoelectric mechanism. A system of
control allows the tip to be kept in conditions of “constant force”
(to acquire information on the interaction strength between
the sample surface and the tip) or of “constant height” (to
acquire information on variations in height of the sample). The
oscillations of the cantilever are detected by an optical system
which also records very slight movements of the bar that supports
the tip. The actual image of the sample is reconstructed by
processing the information relating to (i) relative movement
mode between sample and tip and (ii) punctual results on the
sample-tip distance (Haggerty and Lenhoff, 1993). According to
the interaction modes of the tip with the sample surface, AFMs
can be used in:

(i) Contact mode: the tip is in physical contact with the surface
to be analyzed and responsible for the bending of the lever
are the Van der Waals repulsive forces and the electrostatic
interactions, with an average value of 10−9 N. The lever
must have a small elastic constant, thus avoiding excessive
pressure to the sample and altering its surface. The height
of the lever can be kept constant or can be adjusted by the
feedback loop to avoid damaging the tip. This method of
analysis is used for hard samples, which are not damaged by
contact with the tip. The most critical phase of the analysis
is the engagement, that is the approach of the probe to the
surface: an error in this process can lead to the tip breaking
or to the damage of the sample surface.

(ii) Non-contact mode: the tip is kept at a distance of a few
nanometers from the sample and is sent into resonance
in order to obtain a continuous vibration. Variations in
oscillation frequency due to Van der Waals interaction
forces depend on the distance of the tip from the sample
and are used to reconstruct the surface image. This type of
analysis is used with materials that are too soft, which could
be damaged by contact with the tip.

(iii) Tapping mode: this is the method that allows maximum
resolutions but requires levers with high elastic constants.
The lever is vibrated at frequencies close to that of resonance
and is kept at a distance such that the tip makes transient
contact with the sample surface when the amplitude of
the oscillation is maximum. The force applied by the tip
is absorbed without damage by the sample in most cases
unless dealing with particularly soft materials. Changes in
the amplitude of the oscillation are recorded to obtain
the image.

In AFM, different types of forces that are established between
sample and tip can be used to produce images. In the “no
contact mode,” the images are produced by van der Waals
forces, or by electro-static, magnetic and capillary forces. In the
“contact mode,” the ion repulsion forces prevail. Furthermore,
the friction force acting between the tip and the surface is
particularly important for a complete and detailed analysis of
the sample. In addition to be an indicator of the properties
of the sample, friction or “lateral force” or “lateral deflection”
provides information about the interaction between the tip and
the surface.

AFM has been used extensively in the characterization of
several nanoscale samples, from engineered nanoparticles (Fu
and Zhang, 2018) to soil particles (Cheng et al., 2009), polymeric
membranes (Fu and Zhang, 2017), and other nanostructures
(Nguyen et al., 2017). In comparison with SEM analysis, AFM
allows additional characterizations to be performed including
stiffness (Zhang et al., 2012), hydrophobicity (Fu and Zhang,
2018), conductivity (Trotsenko et al., 2016), or magnetization
(Middea et al., 2015).

As all microscopic techniques, the AFM also presents
advantages and limitations. Advantages: (i) AFM produces
images with a high resolution of a few nm; (ii) AFM preserves
the sample surface as it involves simple sample preparation; (iii)
AFM can be used to investigate the surface of non-conducting
polymers, as in the case of MPs; (iv) AFM provides direct
3D images of the surface structure of the polymers. Using
lateral force, phase contrast modes, or nanomechanical imaging,
it permits the discrimination between the type of materials
on the surface of polymer blends; (v) AFM is useful for the
analysis of nanocomposite materials; (vi) AFM avoids radiation
damage of the sample as a combination for SEM and TEM;

(vii) the best resolution obtained is 0.3 nm, which is better
than SEM. Recently, the technique has been exploited to study

the process of degradation of MPs in marine environmental,

in presence of adherent bacteria on the surface (Dussud

et al., 2018). In another study, Luo et al. (2020) successfully

prepared a nano-TiO2-coated polypropylene MPs, and explored
the nanoscale infrared, thermal, and mechanical properties

of MPs before and after photoaging combing AFM with
analytical technique. However, AFM presents some limitation.

First, AFM cannot prevent outside factors like contaminations;

also, the tip can produce artifacts derived, for example, from

the damage caused by the interaction of the tip with the
sample (Jagtap and Ambre, 2006). Moreover, the contact
could release fragments, in case of adhesive polymers, to the
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tip and could produce an incorrect image of the sample
(Ukraintsev et al., 2012).

Thus, AFM is a promising method to characterize MPs or
NPs, but a combination with other techniques is needed. In
the following paragraphs, the coupling with other analytical
techniques will be better described.

Analytical Methods
FT-IR Spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy or IR spectroscopy is an absorption
spectroscopic technique normally used in the field of material
characterization for the study of chemical bonds. When an
infrared photon is absorbed by a molecule, it passes from its
fundamental vibrational state to an excited vibrational state.

In a typical infrared spectrum on the abscissa we find the
wavenumber of the incident photon and on the ordinate the
transmittance. The vibrations can be of two types: stretching
of the chemical bond (stretching) and deformation of the bond
angle (bending). Fourier transform IR or FTIR spectroscopy is
performed using an interferometer, which allows the scanning
of all the frequencies present in the IR radiation generated by
the source. Scanning is possible thanks to a moving mirror
which, by moving, introduces a difference in the optical path,
which causes constructive or destructive interference with the ray
reflected from a fixed mirror. In this way, an interferogram is
obtained which shows the representation of intensity in the time
domain. By applying the Fourier transform, the interferogram
is transformed into a spectrum with peaks corresponding
to specific chemical bonds or molecular vibration (Smith,
2011). FTIR involves four techniques: transmission (Turner and
Holmes, 2011), reflectance (Guo et al., 2017), true specular
reflectance/reflection-adsorption (Rodenko et al., 2018) and
attenuated total reflection (Song et al., 2014). Among the main
advantages of FT-IR, which guarantees higher performance, the
high availability of energy results in a much better signal/noise
ratio than traditional IR spectroscopy. Furthermore, the analysis
times are significantly reduced.

Together with Raman spectroscopy, FTIR is much used
to characterize MPs (Lefebvre et al., 2019; Schwabl et al.,
2019; Corami et al., 2020). Figures 2A,B,D show the FTIR
spectra of some MPs extracted from Medaka (Oryzias latipes)
gastrointestinal tracts. In every study, MPs samples are excited
giving specific detected vibrations which allow a spectrum with
a fingerprint range to be obtained. This spectrum describes the
nature of the material, which can be identified by comparing it
with the known reference spectra. Larger particles (>500 nm)
can be analyzed by using ATR-FTIR, but small particles require
the micro-FTIR (µ-FTIR) that permit to get a simultaneous
visualization, mapping, and collection of spectra. It can be
performed both in ATR and reflectance mode. Jung et al. (2018),
for example, provided a definitive validation of ATR FTIR to
identify ingested plastic polymer types in sea turtle. ATR permits
to obtain high-quality spectra but needs infrared-transparent
substrate. The reflectance mode is used for thick samples, but
irregular surfaces of particles can interfere with analysis because
of refractive error (Harrison et al., 2012). Therefore, only samples
with particular properties can be analyzed, otherwise, reftractive

errors prevent you from having a correct signal. Furthermore,
the lateral resolution is limited to a diffraction range and sample
with a dimension of < 20µm are not detectable (Löder et al.,
2015). µ-FTIR have been widely used in MPs works to find and
characterize them within the sediment (Harrison et al., 2012;
Peng et al., 2017), marine organisms (Zhang et al., 2020), surface
water (Wu P. et al., 2019), food (Li et al., 2018b). The technique
allows to collect IR signals at a high spatial resolution, also it is
useful for the characterization of complex samples. For example,
Zhang et al. (2020) performed a µ-FTIR analysis on microplastic
pollution in surface sediments from 28 stations in Sishili Bay,
identifying eight polymer types including rayon, PE, PP, PA, PET,
PS, PMMA, and PU.

As already described above, AFM is used to scan the surfaces
of materials and then generate an image of their height; however,
the technique cannot easily identify themolecular composition of
the observed materials. Researchers developed a combination of
AFM and IR spectroscopy, called the AFM-IR technique. AFM-
IR is a widely used method for the acquisition of IR absorption
spectra and absorption images with a spatial resolution of 50–
100 nm (Dazzi and Prater, 2017). It is achieved by coupling
AFM equipment with a pulse tunable IR source, which has a
pulse length of 10 ns and covers a wide range of mid-infrared
regions. The AFM-IR microscope uses a micro-lever, connected
at one end to the support, while a sharp tip is connected to the
other end; the measurement of the imperceptible movements
of the introduced sample is carried out using an infrared laser
beam. The absorption of light by the sample generates a slight
expansion, with a consequent deflection of themicro-lever, which
therefore produces an infrared signal. Thermal expansion of the
sample due to the absorbing of pulsed light by a sample produces
heat and generates an impulse on AFM cantilever, causing the
cantilever to oscillate, which is called a “ring-down” (Dazzi et al.,
2015). In this study, AFM-IR technique in different modes was
used to explore the nanoscale infrared, thermal and mechanical
properties of TiO2-pigmented MPs before and after aging. AFM
topographical images showed that the surface of unaged MPs
was relatively smooth, but the aged MPs had a rough surface
with more granular domains. Combined AFM-IR technique
and photothermal infrared spectroscopy are used to locate,
image, and chemically identify the beads in the mussel siphons
(Merzel et al., 2019). Some works have successfully exploited
the technique by investigating samples that were known to be
contaminated with plastic particles. Indeed, the characterization
of unknown samples can highlight some limits of the technique
as it is tough and time-consuming to scan and find nano-sized
particles in an unknown sample.

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a technique based on the interaction
between radiation and material. This technique exploits a laser
radiation that interacts with the vibrational motions of the
molecules and causes the re-emission of light at wavelengths
that are characteristic of those specific atomic groups. A Raman
spectrum is therefore generated by the inelastic scattering
between the photons of an incident radiation and the molecules
that constitute the sample (Ribeiro-Claro et al., 2017). By
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irradiating the sample with a monochromatic light beam at
frequency ν0, a part of the radiation is elastically diffused at the
same initial frequency ν0, i.e., with photons of the same energy
(a phenomenon defined as Rayleigh scattering). The spectrum
of the scattered radiation will also present a series of lines with
a higher or a lower frequency than the Rayleigh line, due to
inelastic diffusion (Kauffmann et al., 2019).

Raman spectroscopy is another useful chemical analytical
technique for identification of MPs in different environmental
matrices: Van Cauwenberghe et al. (2013) analyzed plastic
particles sized in the micrometer range in deep-sea sediments
collected at four locations representing different deep-sea
habitats ranging in depth from 1100 to 5000m; Cole et al. (2013)
identified that 13 zooplankton taxa had the capacity to ingest
1.7–30.6µm polystyrene beads, with uptake varying by taxa, life-
stage and bead-size; Murray and Cowie (2011) found balls of
tightly tangled plastic threads were found in the intestines of the
Norway lobster, Nephrops norvegicus and Raman spectroscopy
indicated that some of the microfilaments identified by the
intestinal contents could be derived from fishing waste; Imhof
et al. (2013) collected sediment samples from two beaches at Lake
Garda for the identification of MPs. Detection and quantification
were performed using Raman micro-spectroscopy which allows
the analysis of particles down to the µm-range. Conventional
Raman usually detects MPs larger than 10µm, while micro-
Raman spectroscopy (µ-Raman spectroscopy) permits to analyse
MPs up to 1µm. It is an integration between the Raman
spectroscope and an optical microscope that makes it possible
to visually select the specific area of the sample to be analyzed.
This allows it to be used in many and varied scientific fields, with
applications above all in the environmental, forensic, materials
sciences, biology and medicine, geology, pharmaceuticals, and
restoration of works of art fields. In the last years, it has been
used at the university research level for the identification of MPs
in bottled water in order to analyse the release of MPs from the
packaging (Di et al., 2019; Tong et al., 2020). Other applications
of µ-Raman spectroscopy are reported in Table 2, regarding the
identification of MPs in different environmental matrices like
sediment, organisms, freshwater, drink, cosmetics, etc.

Raman spectroscopy presents many advantages with respect
to FTIR spectroscopy. It allows non-destructive analysis of
materials, in any state of aggregation, with generally reduced
sample preparation using lasers of different power able to affect
the material, generating a Raman spectrum characteristic of the
analyzedmaterial. Also, the thickness of samples is not important
in the measurement. Analysis of samples in solution, gas, film,
surface, solids, and single crystals is possible. Analysis can be
performed at various temperatures. The low-temperature spectra
(10K) allow: (i) to minimize any damage caused to the sample
by local heating induced by the laser; (ii) can be compared with
studies obtained with other methods that provide good results at
low temperatures. Among the disadvantages, fluorescence can be
a very serious problem if combined with Raman spectroscopy. In
fact, the Raman and the fluorescence are intimately connected
since in both phenomena the photon emitted comes from
excitation in the absorption band and the quantum yield of the
fluorescence is often of an order of magnitude higher than the

intensity of the Raman diffusion. However, some fluorescence
interference can be overcome by applying an algorithm or more
efficient detectors (Araujo et al., 2018).

Thermal Analysis
Apart from different IR absorption or Raman scattering
properties, plastic polymers also differ in their thermal stability.
The MPs identification through thermo-analytical techniques
exploits changes in the physical and chemical properties of
polymers (Majewsky et al., 2016). The methodology is based on
the identification of the polymer according to its degradation
products. The development of thermal methods is pivotal for the
characterization of low-solubility MPs and additives that cannot
be easily dissolved, extracted, or hydrolysed. The thermal analysis
includes techniques like differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
thermogravimetry (TGA), pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (py-GC-MS), and combinations of these methods.

DSC is a thermal analysis technique that can be used to
measure the temperature and the heat flux associated with
the transitions that occur in a sample, the melting enthalpies,
the glass transitions and crystallization kinetics of polymeric
materials. The basic principle of this technique is to obtain
information about the material by heating or cooling it in
a controlled manner. In particular, the DSC is based on the
measurement of the difference in heat flow between the sample
under examination and a reference sample, while both are bound
to a variable temperature defined by a pre-established program.
DSC is a useful technique for the study of polymeric materials,
but it requires reference materials. Indeed, it is mostly used for
the identification of primary MPs like PE microbeads which
have known characteristics (Castañeda et al., 2014). However,
the use of DSC for the analysis of plastics such as polycarbonate
(PC), polystyrene (PS), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and
acrylonitrile butadiene (ABS), among others, has limitations
as these plastics melt over a wide range of temperatures.
Furthermore, quantification of themass ofMPs in environmental
samples has also been reported (Majewsky et al., 2016; Shim
et al., 2016). Among other limitations, DSC results in a lack of
specificity when characterizing a mixture of MPs with closely
spaced melting points (Majewsky et al., 2016) and the overlap of
melting peaks.

Thermogravimetry (TGA) is another classical technique that
allows the quantitative thermal analysis of a sample by measuring
the weight lost from the sample at a certain temperature,
however, without identifying the nature of the components.
From this analysis, it is possible to obtain graphs (the mass as
function of the temperature) thermogravimetric details. It is a
thermal analysis technique widely used in the case of polymeric
materials. It is known how the thermal degradation mechanism
of polymers can be significantly influenced by the experimental
conditions in which the heating is performed. Therefore, the
reproducibility of polymer thermogravimetry data requires as
detailed control as possible of the operating conditions of the
experiment, such as the size and the shape of the sample, the
rate of heating, the type of atmosphere in which the sample is
heated (Peñalver et al., 2020). In TGA a loss of mass is measured,
whereas the degradation of polymeric materials begins frequently
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TABLE 2 | Application of µ-Raman spectroscopy in MPs characterization.

Origin/matrix/reference MPs type MPs size Results

Northwestern Pacific/seawater

(Pan et al., 2019)

PE, PP, NYLON 0.5 and 1.0mm µ-Raman spectroscopic analysis results indicate that the major

compositions of MPs are PE (57.8%), PP (36.0%) and nylon (3.4%) and

the origin of the MPs at these stations are the same, namely, the nearby

land in Philippines, Taiwan, and China Mainland

Caspian Sea/sediment

(Mehdinia et al., 2020)

PS, PE 250–500µm µ-Raman spectroscopy detected only PS and PE in studied samples. In

general, the polymer types indicated lower diversity in comparison with

those reported in such areas in the world.

East Dongting Lake/sediment

(Yin et al., 2020)

PET, PP, PE PS,

PA, PVC, PMMA,

CL

0.05–5mm Eight types of MPs with different polymer compositions were identified by

µ-Raman spectroscopy. The study found that the abundance of MPs in

the urban area sediment of Dongting Lake is lower than that of the rural

area.

Germany/soil (Paul et al., 2019) PE, PP, PS, PET < 125µm MPs of the materials PE, PP, PS, PET, and PVC can be detected in soils

at levels of about 1 mass% after minimal conditioning, e.g., sieving and

drying of the material

Italy/white wine (Prata et al.,

2020b)

PE 38–475µm µ-Raman spectroscopy was used for the first time in complex beverages

in the identification of MPs particles in white wines, allowing identification

of at least one synthetic particle for each bottle, except in two cases.

Malaysia/fish meals (Karbalaei

et al., 2020)

PE, PP 855.82µm ± 1082.90SD Chemical composition of extracted MP-like particles was confirmed using

µ-Raman spectroscopy. Out of 336 extracted particles, 64.3% were

plastic polymers, 25% pigment particles, 4.2% non-plastic items, and

6.5% were unidentified. Fragments were the dominant form of MPs

(78.2%) followed by filaments (13.4%) and films (8.4%).

with enthalpy changes. Enthalpy changes cannot be detected
in TGA and are obtainable by DSC measurements. Therefore,
a combination of two methods is suggested in MPs analysis
(Golebiewski and Galeski, 2007). Many MPs can be identified,
but for other polymers detection is impossible due to their
overlapping phase transition signals (Majewsky et al., 2016).

One of the analytical techniques that has been successfully
applied in the analysis of plastic materials is Py-GC-MS. It
is ideal for simultaneously identifying and quantifying the
most abundant MPs in complex samples. The semiquantitative
calculation for each type of plastic present, particularly for
trace concentrations (ppb or lower), represents the specific
identification of the polymer in environmental and animal
samples and the external calibration curve. Research software
and libraries dedicate to polymers and additives speed up
identification. The analytical method is independent of
mechanical preselection or particle appearance, however proper
sample preparation is essential and needs to be evaluated
according to the nature and origin of the sample (Peñalver
et al., 2020). The sample, with a mass up to 350mg, is thermally
degraded in an inert atmosphere and the resulting fragments of
the polymer structure can be separated by GC and characterized
by MS.

The information obtained by the technique derives from the
type of chemical product derived from pyrolysis. Each polymer
is characterized by its own degradation products and ions
that are exploited for identification (Chen et al., 2019; Yang
et al., 2019). It has advantages and limitations. First of all, the
method does not require any pre-treatment of the sample, it also
allows the characterization of polymers and additives present
in the sample and reduces time and cost compared to other
solvent extraction techniques used in the analysis of marine MPs

particles (Fries et al., 2013). One of the main limitations of the
characterization of Py-GC-MS for MPs is the lack of particle
size information. Therefore, in some studies this technique has
been coupled with others such as microscopy and FTIR Primpke
et al. (2020), for example, compared the results of hyperspectral
FTIR imaging analysis and Py-GC/MS analysis performed on
a set of environmental samples that differ in complexity and
degree of microplastic contamination. With this combination,
they harmonized data sets that are either mass or particle
number related.

The thermal analysis gives an alternative method to
spectroscopy for some polymer’s identification. However, it is
a destructive technique that prevent to analyse MPs with other
following methods. For this reason, it is disadvantageous to use
these analytical methods forMPs identification, but they could be
useful for the first screening of bulk samples to be later analyzed
by spectroscopy.

NEW APPROACHES AND NEW
IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES

Aswe have described above, the detection ofMPs usually requires
a microscope. However, the method still has limitations, due
to the possibility to perform characterization and identification
(Lenz et al., 2015; Song et al., 2015). Therefore, it is expected
to be coupled with analytical techniques. An FT-IR or Raman
spectroscope equippedwith amicroscope has generally been used
for the chemical identification of polymers at the microscale,
including qualitative confirmation of polymer types (Peng et al.,
2017; Pan et al., 2019; Mehdinia et al., 2020; Prata et al.,
2020b; Zhang et al., 2020). They also allow the identification
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FIGURE 3 | Representative confocal fluorescence microscopy images of MPs dispersed in water and stained with Nile Red. From left to right: low-density

polyethylene (LDPE), polystyrene (PS), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polyamide (nylon). Fluorescence emission signals are acquired in the range of

520–720 nm at λex = 500 nm. The scale bar is 200µm. This figure is reproduced from Sancataldo et al. (2020) with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).

of MPs with dimensions of tens of microns, but it is often
necessary to repeat the analysis several times to obtain reliable
spectra of very small plastic particles. Analytical methods require
expensive instruments and a very long analysis time, especially
in the case where the number of particles to be investigated
is high. This applies not only to environmental samples with
complex matrices but also to the quantification of controlled
laboratory experimental samples. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop new alternative approaches that allow a quick and simple
identification of MPs both to be monitored in the field and
to be investigated in the laboratory, evaluating their toxicity,
accumulation, aging, etc.

A staining technique could provide a new alternative or
complementary method to address these problems. “Nile Red”
(9-diethylamino-5-benzo[a]phenoxazinone; NR) is a dye which,
by binding preferentially to polymeric materials rather than
organic ones, is able to allow rapid detection and quantification
of MPs thanks to its absorption, selectivity and fluorescent
properties (Figure 3). The dye adsorbs onto plastic surfaces
and renders them fluorescent when irradiated with blue
light (Maes et al., 2017). Although contested by some, this
method remains today one of the most advanced among
those available, sufficient by itself to identify a particle of a
polymeric nature without the need for further spectroscopic
analyses (thus reducing the time required to analyse an
environmental sample).

It is the solution proposed by a team of researchers from
the University of Warwick, in the United Kingdom, which
has shown, after numerous tests on different types of plastic

polymers, how this substance, NR, is selectively and targeted
when it comes into contact with certain chemicals (Erni-Cassola
et al., 2017). One of the limitations of the method is the co-
staining of natural organic material. Thus, the first step of
the scientists was to verify, during the experimentation, that
the dye did not also identify products similar to MPs such as
fatty substances or small fragments of wood, for this reason,
the team of researchers decided to wash the analyzed particles
with nitric acid, a substance effective in the “digestion” of all
types of biogenic material. The next step was the sampling of
sand and water on the coast of the city of Plymounth and the
comparison between the measurements obtained with traditional
methods and the new fluorescent color. The result highlighted
a greater amounts of MPs <1mm (0.04 inch) compared to
that obtained with traditional methods. In particular, from the
analyses, it emerged that the type of plastic most present was
PP, a polymer that is used, among many uses, for different
types of packaging and for banknotes. Many studies adopted this
technique for MPs identification in biological tissues of Hydra
attenuate (Gagné et al., 2019); in water bottles (Mason et al.,
2018); in earthworm Eisenia fetida in soil (Wang et al., 2019); in
terrestrial invertebrates biomass (Maxwell et al., 2020).

NR staining is an useful technique to quickly identify MPs
and, at the same time, it is a step for sample preparation before
carrying out the spectroscopic analysis. If a fluorescent filter
is applied on FT-IR microscope, the combination of the two
methods can reduce the non-identified MPs in the samples, as
well as the time to check every plastic-like particle (Shim et al.,
2016; Iannilli et al., 2019; Gaston et al., 2020).
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Recently, another study conducted by researchers from the
CNR Institute of Applied Sciences and Intelligent Systems (Isasi-
Cnr) has identified a new method, called digital holography
(DH), capable of distinguishing MPs from microplankton or
microalgae within marine samples (Bianco et al., 2020). Using
artificial intelligence and a holographic sensor, the method
proposed allows information to be acquired from the analyzed
elements thanks to the use of a holographic microscope. This
provides a wide and unprecedented range of highly distinctive
parameters that characterize MPs (Mandracchia et al., 2017;
Paturzo et al., 2018). The holographic microscope is a digital
microscope that is based on the classic principle of holography:
storage of visual information with the use of lasers whose
holographic registration is carried out through a plate. The
difference is that the digital microscope projects the hologram
through a sensor and not on a plate. In addition, three-
dimensional imaging requires three laser sources in the visible
range to obtain as many images, thus receiving an increase in
spatial resolution. In this way, the information acquired makes
it possible to “train” an artificial intelligence system, which
will thus be able to distinguish the polluting material from
other natural materials, whose dimensions and shapes are very
similar to those of MPs. DH allows the problem of detecting
MPs present in a water sample to overcome. It is an optical
technique for 3D imaging that is quantitative and completely
label-free. The use of a digital camera without mechanical
scanning allows the recognition of transparent objects at different
depths, investigating the presence of MPs in large volumes of
water (Merola et al., 2018). Thanks to this technique, it is
possible to carry out the detection, counting and quantitative
measurement of the physical dimensions of the MPs in the entire
volume. The combination of digital holography and artificial
intelligence makes possible to recognize tens of thousands of
objects belonging to different classes with an accuracy > 99%.
Moreover, the new digital holographymethod, provides objective
recognition of a statistically significant number of samples, up
to hundreds of thousands of objects per hour, with microscopes

that can be made in portable configurations for in situ water
quality analysis.

This new and alternative technique has only recently been
proposed, so there are no other groups in the literature that have
adopted this method in the detection of MPs.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

In recent decades, plastic has been produced and used by humans
with increasing frequency, so much so that, to date, this material
has become the largest polluting anthropogenic debris in the
environment. However, there is a lack of information about the
presence ofMPs in different environmental matrices such as their
effect on human health and rapid monitoring.

Currently, there is no unique method of identification
and characterization that can be efficient for each different
case examined here. In this review, we have reported the
different techniques most used to detect and characterize MPs
in environmental samples, highlighting their advantages and
limitations. The combination of microscopic techniques with
analytical methods could overcome some problems highlighted.
Recent studies introduced other approaches that improve this
research area as those described at the end of this review. It
is good to remember that there are still no sufficiently valid
methods to identify MPs quickly and without a doubt. It is
essential to develop new methods that are reliable and practical
and that can indicate the future direction of development of
methods and tools for identifying MPs.
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